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“We’re on a mission to improve the quality of care and 
keen to extend our services to more clients, so an 
inability to recruit the right team in sufficient 
numbers was becoming our biggest headache.  
Purpletribe have transformed our recruitment and 
growth. We’ve increased our client base by 15% since 
they joined the team. They support us so well, we just 
can’t imagine going back to the way we did it 
before.”

Quotes and data kindly
provided by:

Adrian Mullins, Founder 

and Managing Director

CLIENT OVERVIEW

From hourly visits 
to 24-hour live-in 
care, dementia care 
to respite care, Cura 
Care supports clients 
and their families in 
Twickenham, 
Richmond, East 
Sheen and 
surrounding areas.

Cura Care’s growth had flatlined for a year. It 
was clear that their slow, reactive 
recruitment process was holding back 
revenue growth. 

Cura Care’s directors discussed and costed an in-house solution 
first, but with no Applicant Tracking System or real time 
information and feedback, the projected time and cost to 
implement were becoming intimidating and came with risk. 

Poor staff retention (effectively ‘one in, one out’) reinforced the 
need for a new recruitment strategy and a complete process 
overhaul.  Adrian sought Purpletribe’s expertise to help 
determine the way forward.

Adrian shared his challenge with Scott and they worked the 
numbers together. They compared a revamped in-house 
solution with a Purpletribe outsourced solution. The potential 
time and budget savings indicated, together with the lost 
revenue growth opportunity led to the decision to outsource. 
Since then Cura Care’s recruitment has turned around and is 
driving the expansion of support services to clients. All key 
metrics have rocketed, and the Cura Care team love the service 
and the time it’s freed up for them.
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Total applicants received 
= 1035 

In-house results 
Sep 2019 to Sep 2020 

+90% increase in applicants 
(1974)

Impact of Purpletribe 
Sep 2020 to Jan 2021

+29% increase in headcount

+89% increase in interviews 
booked (245)

+98% increase in interviews 
attended (135)

-78% reduction in monthly 
lndeed spend (£175pm)

+52% increase in candidates 
from new sources

Total interviews booked 
= 129

Total interviews attended 
= 68

Av monthly spend on 
Indeed = £800

57 new starters and 54 
leavers in 12 months

+3 new staff on rota in 12 
months
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Manual systems (Excel, email) 
with no automation to support 
the fine detail and speed needed 
in modern care recruiting

High cost and time taken to 
perform key recruiting tasks

Poor reporting, so it was difficult 
to make informed decisions

Before Purpletribe, what was the recruiting 
process like?

20% up-tick in revenue (from 16% 
sales growth to 36%)

Time saved and resources freed

Stress relief from business critical 
process

Improved quality of life for the 
owners

Beating local competition to 
talent

Increased quality of care 
provision

The benefits gained since partnering with 
Purpletribe

Losing great people from the 
recruiting process

Indeed was very expensive 
and the only source of 
candidates

Improved profitability and 
ability to reinvest 

Faster return on 
investment

Cura Care becoming known as 
a great place to work

Increased employee 
retention
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Struggling with your recruitment? 
We can help.

Purpletribe helps home care and 
live-in providers attract, hire and retain 
the right staff, with the right values for 

their care business. If you’d like to know 
what our outsourced recruitment 

service could do for your business, then 
let’s have a chat.

0330 335 8999 
hello@purpletribe.co.uk 

Suite 2b, North Lane House
North Lane, Headingley
Leeds, West Yorkshire

LS6 3HG
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